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Oracle Management Cloud (OMC) allows users to build custom dashboards. OMC provides ability to dashboard authors
to make their dashboards highly interactive by allowing in-context drill-down/linking to other dashboards or OMC
pages such as Application Performance Monitoring Page.

Following are the types of drill-down capabilities that make diagnostics process faster:
 A widget using logs allows you to drill-down and view the underlying logs with a single click.
 A metric widget built using Data Explorer allows users to navigate to Data Explorer to perform ad-hoc
diagnostics.
 You can use the Entity Link API to customize the destination link to a custom dashboard.
 You can leverage out-of-box (OOB) widgets for Status and Alerts to enable their users to drill-down to Entity
Summary and Alerts pages respectively.
 You can use the Widget title link to let users go to another custom dashboard or OMC page.

In my last article, I showed how to use the Entity Link API. In this article, I will show how to use the out-ofthe-box widgets.

What is an OOB Widget?
Oracle Management Cloud provides several generic purpose widgets (metric, logs and security) that you can use in
your dashboards. You can also make a copy of a widget to customize based on your need.
Data Explorer provides two OOB widgets with drill down to Infrastructure Monitoring and Alerts pages. Using widget
with drill down capabilities make the dashboards interactive and more useful for diagnosis. You can select these
widgets while building or editing your dashboard. Ensure that you are looking for the widgets created by Oracle. Note
that the links are activated for a dashboard with a composite entity such as Application or Group in the global entity
selector.

Following are the details of these widgets.
1) “Entity Status” widget
When you select the widget, the entity status will be passed to the Entity Summary page along with entity and
time context. For example, you have this widget in a dashboard and you saw that three entities are down for
OrderApp application and then you can click on the red/down slice of donut to find which entities are down.

2) “Open Alerts By Severity” widget
When you select the widget, the alert severity will be passed to the Alerts page along with entity and time context.
For example, you have this widget in a dashboard and you saw that three fatal alerts for OrderApp application
and then you can click on the fatal alerts bar to view the fatal alerts for this application.

Using these widgets in a Dashboard
You can add these widgets to your custom dashboard like any other widget.


First, enter the dashboard Edit mode by clicking on the ‘Edit’ button.

Click here to enter Edit mode



Edit mode will show the ‘Add Widget’ panel. Search for the widget name and click on the widget to add it to
the dashboard.

Click on the widget to add to dashboard

Click on the widget to add to dashboard

The links in the widgets are activated when a user selects a composite entity such as Application or Group in the global
entity.

You can navigate to the IM page
by clicking on one portion of the pie
or a legend

You navigate to the IM page with the appropriate context and filters.

You can navigate
to the alerts page
by clicking on the
bar or legend

You navigate to the alerts page with the appropriate context and filters.

Conclusion
Oracle Management Cloud allows users to build interactive dashboards. In this article, you learnt how to use the outof-the-box widgets to drill down to Alerts page or Entity Summary page. In the next article, I will show how to use the
widget title linking feature in Dashboard to create your custom link to another dashboard or OMC page.
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